
Waste

Waste Bins and Sacks

WD220-35 WD300

WD405

WD315

WD215-25 WD370 WD380

Waste Bins
Polyethylene. Dimensions and capacities stated are approximate*.

Capacity, H x W x D,
litres mm

Swing top, removable hood
WD215-25 45 700 x 350 x 350
WD215-27 Disposable bin liners for WD215-25, pack of 100

Capacity, H x dia.
litres mm

Loose lid, carrying handles
WD220-35 90 700 x 500

* Please Note. These bins are subject to regular design and dimensional
changes and may be supplied in a variety of colours.

Waste Sacks
Black plastic. Dimensions 450 x 725 x 975mm. Supplied in a pack of 100.
WD300-20 Waste sacks

“Hazardous Waste” Sacks
Yellow polyethylene bags with ties, printed with “Hazardous Waste” text and
warning symbols. Dimensions stated are nominal flat width x depth. Supplied
in packs as indicated.
WD315-10 460 x 900mm, pack of 100
WD315-20 600 x 1100mm, pack of 50

Waste Bins
Polyethylene. With loose fitting lid.

Capacity, H x dia.
litres mm

WD370-12 15 185 x 425
WD370-22 20 390 x 350

WD370-44 70 585 x 510
WD370-47 120 650 x 575

Clinical Waste Bins
Single use polypropylene containers for safe disposal and incineration of all
types of clinical waste as defined in the “Safe Disposal of Clinical Waste”
report issued by the H.S.A.C. With non-reversible locking lid giving an air and
water tight seal once closed and moulded-in carrying handles. Supplied singly.
WD380-12 Clinical waste bin, 30 litres, 355 x 400 x 315mm high
WD380-22 Clinical waste bin, 60 litres, 336 x 406 x 619mm high

Disposal Bins, Azlon
Self-assembled, rigid cardboard boxes with strong, leakproof LDPE liner and
integral waste flap in the lid, for disposal of broken glass. The lid flap can be
sealed when the bin is full. A choice of floor-standing or benchtop versions are
available. Printed with safety hazard symbol and instructions for use. Supplied
in a pack of 6.
WD405-15 DBG001P, floor standing, 300 x 300 x 700mm high
WD405-25 DBG002P, bench top, 230 x 230 x 265mm high

Clincal sharps bins - see CM915-/CM920-/CM926-series.
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